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cannot always design all algorithms before implementation of
the system. These algorithms are invariably improved experi-
mentally after the system is complete. This need for the exis-
tence of many experimental versions of a system is yet another
reason for interest in "multiversion" programs.

It is well known that the production and maintenance of
multiversion programs is an expensive problem for software
distributors. Often separate manuals and separate mainte-
nance groups are needed. Converting a program from one ver-
sion to another is a nontrivial (and hence expensive) task.
This paper discusses two relatively new programming

methods which are intended explicitly for the development of
program families. We are motivated by the assumption that if
a designer/programmer pays conscious attention to the family
rather than a sequence of individual programs, the overall cost
of development and maintenance of the programs will be re-
duced.' The goal of this paper is to compare the methods,
providing some insight about the advantages and disadvantages
of each.

CLASSICAL METHOD OF PRODUCING PROGRAM FAMILIES
The classical method of developing programs is best de-

scribed as sequential completion. A particular member of the
family is developed completely to the "working" stage. The
next member(s) of the family is (are) developed by modifica-
tion of these working programs. A schematic representation
of this process is shown by Fig. 1. In this figure a node is rep-
resented as a circle, if it is an intermediate representation on
the way to producing a program, but not a working program
itself. An X represents a complete (usable) family member.
An arc from one node to another indicates that a program (or
intermediate representation of a program) associated with the
first node was modified to produce that associated with the
second.
Each arc of this graph represents a design decision. In most

cases each decision reduces the set of possible programs under
consideration. However, when one starts from a working
program, one generally goes through a reverse step, in which
the set of possible programs is again increased (i.e., some de-
tails are not decided). Nodes 5 and 6 are instances of this.
When a family of programs is produced according to the

above model, one member of the family can be considered to
be an ancestor of other family members. It is quite usual for

,Some preliminary experiments support this assumption [1], [2],
but the validity of our assumption has not yet been proved in practice.
Readers who do not want to read about programming techniques based
on this unproved assumption should stop reading here.

Abstract-Program families are defined (analogously to hardware fam-
ilies) as sets of programs whose common properties are so extensive
that it is advantageous to study the common properties of the programs
before analyzing individual members. The assumption that, if one is to
develop a set of similar programs over a period of time, one should
consider the set as a whole while developing the first three approaches to
the development, is discussed. A conventional approach called "sequen-
tial development" is compared to "stepwise refinement" and "specifica-
tion of information hiding modules." A more detailed comparison of
the two methods is then made. By means of several examples it is
demonstrated that the two methods are based on the same concepts
but bring complementary advantages.

Index Terms-Information hiding modules, module specifications,
program families, software design methodology, software engineering,
stepwise refimement.

INTRODUCTION

IITE consider a set of programs to constitute a family,
whenever it is, worthwhile to study programs from the
set by first studying the common properties of the set

and then determining the special properties of the individual
family members. A typical family of programs is the set of
versions of an operating system distributed by a manufac-
turer. While there are many significant differences between
the versions, it usually pays to learn the common properties of
all the versions before studying the details of any one. Pro-
gram families are analogous to the hardware families promul-
gated by several manufacturers. Although the various models
in, a hardware family might not have a single component in
common, almost everyone reads the common principles of
operations" manual before studying the special characteristics
of a specific model. Traditional programming methods were
intended for the development of a single program. In this
paper, we propose to examine explicitly the process of de-
veloping a program family and to compare various program-
ming techniques in terms of their suitability for designing such
sets of programs.

MOTIVATION FOR INTEREST IN FAMILIES

Variations in application demands, variations in hardware
configurations, and the ever-present opportunity to improve a
program mean that software will inevitably exist in many ver-
sions. The differences between these versions are unavoidable
and purposeful. In addition, experience has shown that we
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place system generators. Since these methods are applied in
the design stage and generators are useful when a specific
family member must be produced. Stepwise refinement and
the method of module specification can simplify the work to
be done by a system generation program.
System generators would be completely unnecessary if we

wished to build a program which at run time could "simulate"
any member of the family. Such a program would be rela-
tively inefficient. By removing much of this variability at the
time that the program is generated, increases in productive
capacity are made possible.
Often a family of programs includes small members in which

certain variables are fixed and larger members in which these
factors may vary. For example, an operating system family
may include some small members where the number of pro-
cesses is fixed and other members where dynamic creation and
deletion is possible. The programs developed for the larger
members of the family can be used as part of the "generator,"
which produces a smaller member.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
Another way of comparing the two methods is to answer the

following often-heard questions.
1) When should we teach structured programming or step-

wise refinement to our students?
2) When should we teach about modules and specifications?
To the first question we can respond with another question:

"When should we teach unstructured programming?" The
second question, however, requires a "straight answer":
module design specifications should only be taught to students
who have learned to program well and have decided to proceed
further and learn methods appropriate to the production of
software packages [12].
One of the difficulties in applying the recent concepts of

structured programming is that there are no criteria by which
one may evaluate the structure of a system on an objective
basis. Aspiring practitioners must go to a famous artist and
ask for an evaluation. The "master" may then indicate
whether or not he considers the system "tasteful."
The concept of program families provides one way of con-

sidering program structure more objectively. For any precise
description of a program family (either an incomplete refine-
ment of a program or a set of specifications or a combination
of both) one may ask which programs have been excluded and
which still remain.
One may consider a program development to be good, if

the early decisions exclude only uninteresting, undesired, or
unnecessary programs. The decisions which remove desired
programs would be either postponed until a later stage or con-
fined to a well delimited subset of the code. Objective criti-
cism of a program's structure would be based upon the fact
that a decision or assumption which was likely to change has
influenced too much of the code either because it was made
too early in the development or because it was not confined
to an information hiding module.
Clearly this is not the only criterion which one may use in

evaluating program structures. Clarity (e.g., ease of under-
standing, ease of verification) is another quite relevant con-
sideration. Although there is some reason to suspect that the
two measures are not completely unrelated, there are no rea-
sons to assume that they will agree. For one thing, the "ease"
measures mentioned above are functions of the understander
or verifier, the set of programs being excluded by a design
decision can be interpreted objectively. Of course, the ques-
tion of which decisions are likely to require changing for some
family members is again a question which requires judgment
and experience. It is, however, a somewhat more concrete and
more easily discussed question than ease of comprehension.

HISTORICAL NOTE
In closing this comparison, I want to make a comment on

the origin and history of some of the ideas found in this paper.
I recently reread one of the papers in which Dijkstra intro-
duced the ideas of structured programming [3]. This paper is
unusual in that it seems better each time you read it. The root
of both methods of producing program families and the con-
cept of family itself is in this original work by Dijkstra. The
concept of the division into modules is somewhat differently
formulated, but it is present in the concept of the design of
the abstract machines, the notion of information hiding is im-
plicit (in the discussion of the thickness of the ropes tying the
pearls together). Module specification is not discussed. (Naur
introduced a concept quite similar to that of the module when
he discussed action clusters [101, but the concept of informa-
tion hiding was not made specific and the example does not
correspond exactly to what this principle would suggest.)
For various reasons the concept of division into modules and
the hiding of information seems to have attracted less atten-
tion, and later works by other authors [4], [5] have empha-
sized only the stepwise refimement of programs, ignoring the
order of the steps or the question of the thickness of the
ropes.
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Today: Side effects

Natural languages Programming languages

entailment from corpora
mixed quotation

...

probabilistic inference
portable performance

...

Side effects

I Studies of language
I Examples of side effects

I State
I Quantificationl/control

I Generalizations across side effects
I Order matters
I Apparent noncompositionality

I Treatments of side effects
I Operational semantics
I Denotational semantics
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Describe (is) vs prescribe (ought)

How do natural languages work?

How do people learn to speak?
How do people understand utterances?

How should programming languages work?

How should computers be designed?
How should computers run programs?

‘Semantics’

Expression‘Who is here?’ isdigit(getchar())

behavior

truth

aboutness similarity

connotation

. . .

ontology,
ambiguity,
simplicity.
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What is the total population of the ten largest capitals in the US?
Answering these types of complex questions compositionally
involves first mapping the questions into logical forms (semantic
parsing).

The filtering function F rules out improperly-typed trees . . .
To further reduce the search space . . .

Think of DCS as a higher-level programming language tailored to
natural language, which results in programs which are much
simpler than the logically-equivalent lambda calculus formulae.

Liang, Jordan & Klein
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Side effects

John
The man sitting there
A man
Every man
No man

9>>>>>=
>>>>>;

loves his mother.

Which man loves his mother?

John doesn’t think anyone turned off the damn gas.

c = getchar();
putchar(c);
...isdigit(c)...
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Order matters

* His mother loves

8><
>:

a man.
every man.
no man.

* Which man does his mother love _?

Every man loves a woman.

Who do you think _ loves who in the story?
* Who do you think who loves _ in the story?

putchar(c);
c = getchar();

putchar(getchar());

All side effects interact within one evaluation order!
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State, operationally

1 + 2 + 3 + � � �+ 100 = ?

x sum
???? ????

sum = 0; ???? 0
x = 1; 1 0
while (x _< 100) {

sum = sum + x;
x = x + 1;

} 101 5050 (order matters)
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State, operationally

Mitt loves his mother. She loves him too.
i loves his mother. She loves him too.
i loves j. She loves him too.

She loves him too.
j loves him too.
j loves i too.

As if checking or updating a database.

We like feeling dynamic and orderly.
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j loves him too.
j loves i too.

i j `1 `2
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Apparent noncompositionality

Mitt loves his mother, and Paul does too.
Mitt loves Mitt’s mother, and Paul does too.

No one is better than God.
The devil is better than no one.

c = getchar();
while (isdigit(c)) {

putchar(c);
c = getchar();

}

...(random() + random())...
x = random(); ...(x + x)...

Unsound reasoning ‘joke’ based on state?
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State, denotationally

‘Lift’ denotations from type X to type store! (store�X).

J1 _< 100K = true

J1 + 2K = 3

Jx _< 100K = ???

�s:


s; s(x) � 100

�

Jsum = sum + xK = ???

�s:


s[sum := s(sum) + s(x)]; s(sum) + s(x)

�

Also for natural language, but often with baked-in nondeterminism
(e.g., Muskens 1996 ‘Compositional DRT’).

Jhis motherK � �s:


s[j := mother(s(i))]; j

�

We like feeling meaningful and not just tree hacking.
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Relating operational and denotational semantics

Programming languages have both

operational semantics (‘transformational syntax’)
so we feel dynamic and orderly

denotational semantics (‘model-theoretic semantics’)
so we feel meaningful and not just tree hacking

Don’t choose—relate! ‘adequacy’, ‘full abstraction’

Another example of relating the two semantics:
quantification/control . . .
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Beyond state: Quantification

A man
Every man
No man

9>=
>; loves his mother.

* His mother loves

8><
>:

a man.
every man.
no man.

Which man loves his mother?
* Which man does his mother love _?

Every man loves a woman.

Who do you think _ loves who in the story?
* Who do you think who loves _ in the story?

‘In-situ’ ‘nondeterminism’
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Quantification, operationally
Every man loves a woman.

8i:
�
man(i)) 9j:

�
woman(j) ^ love(i; j)

��

every man

loves a woman

As if checking or updating a database.

Every man loves his mother.
Someone from every city likes it.
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Control, operationally

‘Both 1 and 3 are less than either 2 or 4.’

reset {(shift a. a(1) ^ a(3)) < (shift b. b(2) _ b(4))}

reset {1 < (shift b. b(2) _ b(4))} ^

reset {3 < (shift b. b(2) _ b(4))}

(reset {1 < 2} _ reset {1 < 4}) ^

reset {3 < (shift b. b(2) _ b(4))}

Shuffle/reinstate/duplicate ‘the rest of the computation’

Useful: input/output, suspend/resume, backtracking search,
probabilistic programming, code generation,
classical logic, . . .

Common: fork/exit, generators, (restartable) exceptions, . . .

Obscure? but natural language offers intuitions, applications!
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Quantification and control, denotationally

‘Lift’ denotations from type X to type

continuationz }| {
(X ! R) ! R.

J1 _< 100K = true

J1 + 2K = 3

Jshift c. c(1) ^ c(3)K = ???

�c: c(1) ^ c(3)

Ja womanK = ???

�c:9j:
�
woman(j) ^ c(j)

�

This connection lets us uniformly explain linguistic side effects and
their interaction.

Every man loves his mother.
Someone from every city likes it.

Every farmer who owns a donkey beats it.
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Ongoing work: Side effects and quotation

In New York, a man is mugged every 11 seconds.
I would now like you to meet that man.

Nobody had the frigging mind to turn off the damn gas.

Safely generate code with optimizations that reach across binders,
e.g., ‘loop invariant code motion’
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Today: Side effects

Natural languages Programming languages

entailment from corpora
mixed quotation

...

probabilistic inference
portable performance

...

Side effects

I Studies of language
I Examples of side effects

I State
I Quantificationl/control

I Generalizations across side effects
I Order matters
I Apparent noncompositionality

I Treatments of side effects
I Operational semantics
I Denotational semantics
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Describe (is) vs prescribe (ought) revisited

A computer language is not just a way of getting a
computer to perform operations but rather . . . a novel
formal medium for expressing ideas about methodology.
Thus, programs must be written for people to read, and
only incidentally for machines to execute.

—Abelson & Sussman

So much to communicate, so little time and common ground.
Human communication has adapted to only ever work when
cooperative (and interactive), ambiguous (and fallible).

How do we cooperate?
How should we cooperate?
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Towards a ‘just semantics’

How should we cooperate?
I What do we tend to want to signify?
I How hard do we have to work?

I Motor/sensory work (hence use shorthand)
I Cognitive work (hence be systematic)
I Emotional work
I Standby work

I Who adapts to whom?
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Collaborative reference

http://www.flickr.com/photos/crossettlibrary/5375117309/
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Interactive, not literary.

A: the guy reading with, holding his book to the left.
B: Okay, kind of standing up?
A: Yeah.
B: Okay.

Context and feedback!
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